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Dr. Ward Curran
Named To Direct
Long-Range Plan
Dr. Ward S. Curran, associate professor
of economics, has been appointed
Director of Institutional Planning at the
College effective July 1 for a period of
two years.
...
Dr. Curran, a specialist in corporation
finance, will continue to teach one course
and in his new post will work directly
with President Lockwood.
In making the appointment, President
.Lockwood said: "Colleges must now
devote far more time and expert
judgment to planning, not only in the
immediate sense, but in long-range terms.
Professor
Curran
is
particularly
well-versed in this respect. A member of
the faculty, an economist who has served
as chairman of the (College's) Financial
Affairs Committee, and an astute
observer of the national scene in higher
education, Professor Curran has the
special advantage of viewing the issues
from the academic as well as the financial
perspective.
"The newly created office will involve
working with others at the College in
projecting revenues and expenditures, in
(See CURRAN, page 3)
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Three Vie For Trustee Post
I

A dentist , an insurance executive and a
college professor are the three candidates
to fill the six-year post of alumni trustee
when the term of Herbert R. Bland '40
expires June 30.
The three candidates are Allyn A.
Martin '53, D.D.S., a Hartford dentist ;
Karl E. Scheibe ' 59, associate professor of
psychology at Wesleyan University; and
Martin D. Wood '42 , second vice
president of the Connecticut General Life
Insurance Co.
Election will be by ballot and the
entire alumni body will have the
opportunity to vote. Ballots will be in the
mail in early April and must be returned
to reach the College on or before May 28 .

***

BLOOD DONORS-Trinity students and staff donated blood recently in such
unexpectedly large numbers that the Greater Hartford Red Cross Bloodmobile unit
had to call for reinforcements. More than '174 pints were donated in a five-hour
period, about five times the number collected last fall. Many students under 21 had to
be turned away because they didn't have permission slips from their parents. Prime
mover in the success was Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity which publicized the blood drive
as a campus project.

Allyn A. Martin , Class of '53, received
his D.D.S. from Howard University
School of Dental Medicine in 1957.
Active in Hartford civic activities, he has
been a member of the Hartford Council
since 1968. He was founder and former
member of the executive board of the
Urban League of Greater Hartford and
former executive board member of the
Hartford NAACP. He is a member of the
Spanish Action Coalition, The Regional
Advisory Council, The Charter Revision
Commission
and
The
Regional
(See TRUSTEE, page 3)

N.E. Small College Athletic Conference Formed

AMHERST

BATES

BOWDOIN

It is official! A dream for many for
decades, an athletic conference with
Trinity and many of the college's
traditional opponents has been formed.
The heart of the conference is the
philosophy of keeping intercollegiate
athletics in harmony with the essential
educational purposes of the institution.
Joining in the association are II
colleges and universities from New
England and New York State. Members
are: Amherst, Bates, Bowdoin, Colby,
Hamilton,
Trinity,
Tufts,
Union,
Wesleyan and Williams.
Despite the two member institutions
from New York State, the official title of
the new association is "The New England
Small College Athletic Conference."
While the conference members have
drawn up a governing document which
will be administered by the college
presidents, the basis of the association is
"a spirit of full commitment to the basic
principles of the agreement, namely :
• that the program in intercollegiate
<~thletics be kept in harmony with the
essential education purposes of the
institution.
• that academic authority in each
college control intercollegiate athletic
policy.

COLBY

HAMILTON

•
that
competing
players
be
representative of the 3tudent body"
The governing document of the new
conference is an amended version of a
1955 agreement among Bowdoin and the
Little Three: Amherst, Wesleyan and
Williams.
The new agreement specifies policies in
regard to eligibility rules, out-of-season
practice, post-season competition, limits
on recruitment activity, financial aid
awards, and exchange of relevant
-information.
Principal stipulations of the agreement
include scheduling autonomy for each of
the colleges and the fact that no
conference
championships
or
inter-conference
rankings
will
be
determined in any sport. All members
will continue to follow the policy of
The college shields on this page are
from handsome replicas created by
Ray Montgomery '25 and presented
to the College some years ago for
display in the Mather Campus
photographer,
Center.
College
David
Lowe,
found
that
Montgomery's collection included
all 11 Conference members.

MIDDLEBURY

administering financial aid on the basis of
demonstrated need only. Members have
also agreed to share program cost
information in an effort to improve
economy in the operation of each
program.
An Executive Committee, composed of
presidents from four institutions, initially
consisting of the presidents of Bowdoin,
Hamilton, Tufts, and Williams, will
rep'resent the member institutions and
interpret
the
agreement,
approve
post-season tournaments and serve as an
appeal and review board. Final authority
is vested in a Conference Committee
consisting of all the presidents of the
member institutions.
Trinity President Lockwood said, "At
a time when athletics have become
increasingly professional, the formation
of this conference
represents an
appropriate effort to retain truly amateur
intercollegiate sports. It also embodies
our convictions that_while p<!rtidpation is
important, colleges should respect their
primary commitment to learning."
Trinity Director of Athletics Karl
Kurth, one of the prime movers with
John Winkin of Colby in gelling the
conference from a dream phase to talking
(See CONFERENCE. page 3)
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CAMPUS NOTES

DeLo ng
Edwards
F.
WOO DBRIDGE
CONST AN T,
Dr.
professo r of physics and former chairman of
the departm ent , served as a visiting lecturer at
Buckn ell University in Febr uary . His visit was
under the auspices of th e Am erican Association
o f Physics Teachers and the American Institute
of Ph ysics as part of a broad, nationwide
program to stimulate interes t in physics. The
program is now in its fourteenth year and is
supported by the National Science Foundation.

***

Dr. RALPH 0. MOYER .JR. , assistant
professor of chemistry, gave a lecture recently
at Central Connecticut State College. His topic
was "Recent Developments in the Solid State
Chemistry of Ternary Hydrides."

***

PAULA ROBBINS , director of the care er
counseling office, was the guest of Channel 24,
Connecticut's public educational television
station, on a program entitled "Connecticut's
Newsroom" in March. Appearing with Mrs.
Robbins was Douglas Daring, director of
placement at the University of Connecticut.
They discussed the current employment
situation and the job outlook for seniors.

***

DONALD ENGLEY , Librarian , reports that
contributions to the John F. Butler Memorial
Book Fund continue to be received. As of this
writing, close to $2500 has been contributed by
faculty, staff, alumni and friends. The income
from the fund will be used to purchase the
kinds of books Mr. Butler enjo yed and each
book will have a special bookplate which his son,
Sean, is helping to design.

***

Dr. RICHARD P. BENTON , associate
professor of English, has edited "New
Approaches to Poe; a symposium," published
by Transcendental Books, Hartford. The
symposium is a series of essays especially
written by some of the most outstanding Poe
scholars in the United States which Dr. Benton
has collected and edited . Dr . Benton is a
member of the editorial board of the Poe
Newsletter which is published at Washington
State University .

***

TERENCE D. LaNOUE, artist and assistant
professor of fine arts, opened in a one-man
show at the Paley & Lowe Gallery in New York
City, February 27 . LaNoue's new show
consisted of wall hangings made of latex, wood
and glass.

***

Scientific American of March 1971 has
published an article by Dr. HOWARD
DeLONG, associate professor of philosophy,
entitled "Unsolved Problems in Arithmetic."
The article was based on a book by Dr. DeLong
entitled A Profile of Mathematical Logic
published by Addison-Wesley in May, 1970.
According to Dr. DeLong, the article and the
book relate arithmetic, logic and philosophy.

Bartlett
Slaughter
has an important sign, 'Fragile : Handle with
Care,' "he said.

***
HAR RY 0. BARTLETT, assistant to th e
president and direc tor of personnel, attended
an alumni mee ting in Philadelphia with
President LOCKWOOD and JOHN HEYL,
alumni secretary . Mr. Bartlett attended in order
to explore the possibilities of
greater
participation by the parents in alumni meetings.
The College seeks to combine th e meetings to
include alumni and parents of 'students in order
to build up more attendance by parents so they
may be made to feel more a part of the Trinity
famil y, especially at gath erings in the larger
cities.

***

CHESTER H. McPHEE , associate professor
of physical education , received a Ph .D. in
physical education from Ohio State University
in March . Dr. McPhee, who carne to Trinity in
1957, has an A.B. from Oberlin, an M.A . in
physical education from Ohio State and an
M.A. in edu cation from Trinity. In addition to
teaching, he coaches varsity lacrosse and
freshman football.

***

ELLEN MULQUEEN, assistant director of
Mather Hall, served as program session
chairman at the 1971 conference of the
Association of College Unions-International
which was held at The Greenbrier, White
Sulphur Springs, West Virginia on March 21-24 .
"Travel Programs are Possible in any Size
Union," the session in which Miss Mulqueen
participated, dealt primarily with organizing
and managing group flights , charter flights , ski
weekends and other unique travel programs.

***

ROBERT
D. SLAUGHTER, assistant
professor of physical education , was honored
recently at the annual Award Banquet of the
College Swimming Coaches Association of
America held in Iowa State University .
Slaughter, who has been at Trinity for 21 years,
received a "Master Coach" award for his
distinguished contribution to swirnmiflg.
Slaughter took over varsity swimming coaching
duties in 1957 .

***

JUDSON M. REES, director of development,
spoke at the development workshop of the New
England District Conference for American
Colleges Public Relations Association held in
Hartford the fust week in April. Rees' topic
was "Major Gifts" for the panel th eme which
was "Qb1ectives and Management Concepts of
Institutional Advancement."

TRINITY
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***

Dr. PAUL SMITH, professor of English, has
written a study guide for the Alliance Theatre
Company of Atlanta, Georgia, for their
forthcoming production of Shakespeare's "The
Taming of the Shrew ." The guide is to be
published by the theatre company and is to be
used in the Georgia secondary school system to
introduce the students to the play.

***

Miss CHERYL MARTIN of Wauwatosa,
Wisconsin , has been appointed documents
librarian. Miss Martin completed her work for
the Master's degree in Library Science at the
University of Wisconsin in January. During that
time, she served as a bibliographic assistant to
the library school fawlty . She is a 1968
graduate of the University of Dayton wh ere she
majored in political science. in 1968-69 she
served in the Peace Corps in Brazil. Her studies
at Wisconsin included a course in government
publications.

***

The Reverend HERBERT 0 . EDWARDS,
assistant dean of community life and assistant
professor of religion, was the keynote speaker
at the formal dedication of Waverly El<: mentary
School, a modern experim ental school in the
Hartford ghetto . In his address, Rev. Edwards
ur~cd
the officials, parents and children
attending' the formal dedication not "to rest
t'ontent be..:ause you ha-te Waverly. Every child
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150 YEARS OF . SERVICE-Six who began their association with the College in 1946.
are honored as President Lockwood presents Trinity chairs, a tr~ditioti at th_e Coilege
to mark 25 years of service, to (left to right): John A. Mason '34, assistant to the
President for alumni affairs; Dr. F . Woodbridge Constant, professor o.f physics; Dr.·
Ralph M. Williams, professor of English; Dr . Kenneth W. Cameron, associate professor
of English; Randall W. Tucker; associate professor of economics; and Dr. Gustave W.
Andrian '40, professor of modem languages.

Six Honored By College
For 150 Years Service
Six men who have contributed a total
of 150 years of service to the College
were honored in late February .
All joined the college in 1946, five
being appointed to the faculty and one to
the administration. With classes out of
session, most offices on campus closed
early as members of the administration
and staff joined other faculty in honoring
the six at a reception in Hamlin Hall.
Those honored on the completion of
25 years of service were : Dr. Gustave W.
Andrian , professor of modern languages
and
former
co-chairman
of the
department; Dr. F . Woodbridge Constant,
a professor of physics and former
department chairman ; John A. Mason,
assistant to the President on alumni
affairs and former alumni secretary ;
Randall
W. Tucker , associate professor
of economics; and Dr. Ralph M. William s,
professor of English.
President Lockwood, praised each of
the six who had joined the college just
after World War II and presented each
with a new college chair.
A native of Hartford and graduate of
Bulkeley High School , Dr. Andrian was
graduated from Trinity, Phi Beta Kappa,
in 1940 and was awarded · the H. E.
Russell Fellowship. He taught Spanish
and French at the University of Maryland
and later at Johns Hopkins University,
where he received his Ph.D. in 1946. He
served as co-chairman of the Department
of Modern Languages from 1963-70. He
has been a full professor since 1961 .
Dt. Cameron, a native of Martins
Ferry, Ohio , holds an A.B. and M.A. from
West Virginia University, an S.T.B. from
General Theological Seminary and Ph.D.
from Yale University. He is an honorary
alumnus of Berkeley Divinity School,
New Haven, Conn. He came to Trinity as
assistant professor of English and in 1957
was promoted to associate professor.
Dr. Constant, Jarvis Professor of
Physics and former chairman of the
department,
is a 1925 graduate of
Princeton. He earned his doctorate at
Yale in 1928 . His text "FundamentaL

Principles'of Physics" is wide(y used .
John A. Mason was graduated from
Trinity in 1934 and spent one year at
Harvard Law School. In his career at
Trinity , he has served the College in
several administrative capacities; as
director of college publications, assistant
alumni secretary, assistant director of
development, assistant to the President
and , until last year, Alumni Secretary . In
1970 he became the recipient of the
annual Trinity College Alumni Award .
Mr. Tucker received his B.A. in 1939
from Northeastern University and an
M.B.A. from the University of Chicago.
He became assistant professor in 1953
and in 1959 was promoted to associate .
He was elected to the Savings and Loan
League of Conn. to make a research study
of The History of Savings and Loan
Industry in Conn.
Dr. Williams was graduated from
Amherst in 19 33 and received his
Doctorate from Yale in 1938. He also
studied at Cambridge University. An
authority on linguistics, he has recently
published a series of spelling books
entitled "Spelling: Sound to Letter" for
grades one through six with the books for
grades seven and eight to appear in 1972.
Dr. Williams , who has been working on
the series for ten years said that the series
is the first completely linguistically
oriented spelling series.
ATLANTA AREA GATHERING
ED KELLEY '44 arranged on
March 8 the first Atlanta, Georgia
area gathering ever held . FRED
MacCOLL
'54
from
the
Development Office met with
CHARLES SHEAFE '33, BOB
WOODWARD
'43 ,
JIM
BURROUGHS
'56 ,
ALAN
MacDONALD '59, SPUD PRATT
'52 , BOB BORDOGNA '63 and
TOM FRASER '63 for cocktails
and dinner at the Atlanta Marriott.
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Professor Edwin Nye
Renamed F acuity Dean ·
The Trustees, after a national search by
the College for a new Dean of. the
Faculty, have appointed the man they
asked to fill in last July , Dean Edwin P.
Nyc.
Professor Nyc was appointed Dean of
the Faculty last July while a search was
on for a successor to Dr. Robert Fuller
who resigned to become president of
Oberlin College.
In announcing the appointment,
President Lockwood wrote the faculty:
"Since he has served so conspicuously
on the faculty for eleven years and has
worked so effectively in the dean's office
this academic year, I need not write the
usual biographical summary, so often
more like an obituary than anything else!
· "But I do wish to express my personal
pleasure that he has agreed to serve in this
capacity. The College faces many ·
important decisions in the next few
months. His knowledge of our programs,
his sensitivity Jo the issues which we
confront , - tu1d · his keen appreciation of
the realities nov/ facing higher education
wili help tis all as we ponder how best
Trinity may respond. We shall not lose
valuable time during what would have
been a transition if we had felt obliged to
reach outside our ranks; we shall be able
to make our plans and implement them

Salary Offers
For Graduates
Leveling Off
College recruiting activity continues at
a greatly reduced level at the mid-point o f
the current season . But, in terms of
int1atio n, there may be encouragement in
a checking of the upward spiral of the
starting sal aries being offered college
graduates.
The rise in beginning salaries, usually at
the rate o f 5% to 6% per year, had
continued unabat ed during the past
decade . This year it's a different story ,
according to the College Placement
Coui1cll's second Salary Survey report of
the season·. Tl'ini ty was one of 140
selec"ted institutions particip ating in the
CPC Survey.
At the bachelor's degree level , only one
curriculum realized a gain of 3% or more in
dollar value since the close of the last
recruiting season. Industrial engineering
went up 3.3% to $877 per month. Last
year the largest percentage increase in the
cGmparable ·period
was 8.5% for
accounting. This year the accounting
increase since June was 1.7% to $850.
Three
curricula
recorded
dollar
averages slightly below last year' s closing
figures- business, $717 ; marketing and
distribution,
$676 ;
and
the
c hemistry-mathematics-phy sics
group,
$794. The remaining bachelor's curricula
covered in the ongoing study experienced
modest increases ranging up to 2.9%.
Chemical
engineering
at
$928
continued to command the highest dollar
average at the bachelor' s level, followed
by metallurgical engineering at $890, and
mechanical engineering at $886.
Data for this ongoing study by the
College Placement Council , limited to
male students, cover ac tual offers made
by bu siness and industrial firms as
submitted on February 16 by 140
rep1-esentative colleges and universities
from coast to coast. The Council issues
the three me n's Salary Survey reports a
year- in January, March , and late
June- and a report on women's salary
offers in July.

with a mm1mum of motion .. Moreover,
Dean Nye has already brought to the
office an organizational ability which I
am sure you appreciate every bit as much
as I.
"As we move forward, I know that you
will lend him your full support and
cooperation. Once again, may I add how
grateful we all are that he has accepted
the position as dean of the faculty."
Dean Nye has been a member of the
faculty since 1959, where he has served as
professor and chairman of engineering.
He will continue to teach one course.
He was graduated from the University
of New Hampshire and holds an M.A.
degree from Harvard University. He
taught courses in thermodynamics and
power plants at Pennsylvania State
University for 12 years before coming to
Trinity.
While at Trinity, Nye has been
chairman of the Curriculum Committee
that approved major curriculum revisions
two years ago. He has been working since
last fall to allow students to attend
faculty meetings and this year suggested
uniform final exams in the Christmas
term and proposed a revised academic
calendar.
Overseeing
the
College's
Graduate and Undergraduate Summer
Program, he has been instrumental in
implementing
innovative
programs,
including Urban and Environmental
Studies.

Nominated For Alumni Trustee

Martin

TRUSTEE
(from page 1)
Committee on Mental Health. He served
for eight years as a captain with the
United States Army Reserve.
Karl E. Scheibe, Class of '59, received
his Ph.D. from the University of
California at Berkeley in 1963 . In the
same year, he joined the Wesleyan faculty
as assistant professor of psychology and
was promoted to associate professor in
1967. He was elected to membership in
Phi Beta Kappa, Sigma Xi and Pi Gamma
Mu. He was a Woodrow Wilson Fellow in
1959; an NSF Summer Teaching Fellow
in 1962; and a Danforth Associate from
1968 to the present. He is the author of
numerous books and articles. He is a

CURRAN
(from page I)

LaFore To DeliYer
Mead History Talk
Novelist and historian, Laurence
Lafore, professor of history at the State
University of Iowa, and former member
of
Trinity's
history
department
(1940-42), will deliver the Mead Lecture
in History on April 19 at 8:00 p.m. in the
Washington Room . Hi s topic is " The
Coming of the First World War."
Dr. George B. Cooper, Chairman of the
History Department, commenting on
Lafore's appearance at the College said
"Laurence Lafore is the best example I
know of the true man of letters, essayist,
novelist , historian and wit. His visit here
will p.rovide a great opportunity for the
Trinity Community to meet and hear a
very entertaining and profound lecturer."

College Receives
$6ooo DuPont Gift
The College recently received $5,000
from the E.l . DuPont de Nemours
Company , Inc., under its program o( aid
to education for 1971 , for the Chemistry
Department and a College Discretionary
Fund Grant of $1 ,000.
Approximately half of the $5,000 will
be used to provide a teletype connection
in the Chemistry Building to the campus
computer located in the Hallden
Engineering Laboratory, a program that is
part of a time-sharing expansion project.
The balance of the funds will go toward
the
purchase
of a three-channel
oscillographic recorder to be used in the
mass spectrometer laboratory.
The year 1971 marks DuPont 's 54th
year of aid to America's colleges and
universi ties. This year's grants go
principally for s1:1pport of engineering and
science resea rch and teaching. Also
included are contributions for minority
group education and improved science
teaching methods and curricula for
secondary schools.

Wood

Scheibe

analyzing costs, in reviewing academic
data , and in considering alternatives
which Trinity may consider during the
next decade ," Dr. Lockwood said.
Dr. Curran , who joined the TrinHy
faculty in 1960, has done considerable

member of the Board of Fellows.
Marti~ D. Wood, Class of '42 , joined
the Connecticut General Life Insurance
Co. in 1946 following military se1vice. He
is a Lt. Col., U.S. Air Force, Retired . He
has held a number of positions in
Connecticut General and was named
' Second vice president in 1968. A resident
of Simsbury, he is active in church and
community affairs. He is a former
Commissioner of Boy Scouts of America,
is a sustaining member of the Greater
Hartford YMCA and has served in various
capacities for the Community Chest,
American Red Cross and the Chamber of
Commerce. He is a former vice president
of the National Alumni Association. He is
currently vice chairman of the Alumni
Fund .

Economics and Business, Journal of
Finance , and several other professional
publications.
A native of Springfield, Ill. , he was
graduated in 1957 from Trinity with
honors in history and holds M.A. and
Ph.D. degrees from Columbia -University .
He has been the George M. Ferris
Lectu~r in Corporation Finance and
Investments at Trinity since 1962 and
associate professor of economics since
1967.
He is a member of numerous
professional organizations including the
American Economic and American
Finance Associations.
He is married to the former Kathleen
Jannett of Hammonton, New York and
they have two daughters and reside in
West Hartford.

CONFERENCE
Curran

research and writing in the areas of
corporation finance, public utilities,
transportation and anti-trust laws.
He made a study last summer on "The
Financial Crisis of Private Colleges and
Universities" under the auspices of the
Association of Independent Colleges and
Universities of Connecticut and the
sponsorship of the State Commission for
Higher Education. His analysis was the
keynote address delivered in September
at a conference held at Connecticut
College by the 19 private institu !ions of
higher education for legislators and
prospective legislators.
He is the author of a textbook entitled
"Principles of Financial Managen1ent"
which entered its second printing this
winter. He has written articles and
reviews for the University of Washington
Business Review , Quarterly Review of
MISSING IVYS
The Alumni Office reports the files
are missing copies of the Ivy for the
years of 1908, 1924 , 1925 and
1932. Alumni Secretary John Hey]
would be most appreciative if
alumni could furnish copies of the
missing years in order that the files
can be complete.

(from page I)
and
planning
stages
among
his
counterpart four years ago , hailed the
conference " as a most significant and
promising development for the future of
intercollegiate athletic programs at the II
member institutions."
And he added, "Let it be noted , that in
a time of great change which has swept
aside many traditions, II institutions had
the courage to prese1ve collectively the
underlining principles of an approach to
athletics which each has nurtured
individually through the years. "
Kurth
sees
the
conference as
"stimulating
interest "
for players.
coaches and fans and as a real help to
athletic directors in budgeting, scheduling
and planning.
The conference makes no demands on
scheduling by member colleges, however.
the athletic directors have been working
closely together and it is expected
conference members will be scheduled in
various sports where possible. Many are
already traditional opponents in many
sports.
There is also a va"riance in the varsity
sports represented by the member
institutions. While each fields varsity
teams in sports such as football.
basketball and b_aseball, only half or kss
compete on the varsity level in such
sports as hockey, skiing and crew .
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BOOKS
MILITARY MEN
Ward Just '57
Alfred A. Knopf
256 pages. $6.9 5
Reviewed by Richard R. Lingema n
c l97l by The New York Times Company.
Reprinted by permission

As they used to tell us in the Army :
"The re are three ways of doing things.
The right way, the wrong way and the
Army way." In "Military Men," Ward
Just. one of our best younger reporters
w:w was blooded in Vietnam, has chosen
to write about the third. That is to say,
he has talked to Army men young and
old, generals and West Point cadets,
selectees and R.A.'s-all-the-way and come
up with a sharp, discerning portrait of the
Army way, circa 1970. In a time of
general execration of the Army by college
students (only one-tenth of whom will
actually serve in it, although they make
up 40 per cent of the college-age
population), against the clamor of
bellicose toasts around American Legion
halls across the country, this hard-eyed
but quite sympathetic book gives a
reading of the current mood among the
inhabitants of the vast institution that
spent about $24-billion last year in a war
nobody wants it to fight any more.
Mr. Just tosses in some scenes from the
War
II
garrison
old,
pre-World
life (comfortable, droning posts, tea every
afternoon at four, the horsey set,
otherwise known as the cavalry) just to
show what having to fight a world war
and two limited wars does to the finer
sensibilities.
Radic'llly New Tactics
My own service was a safe and
comfortable tour just at the tail end of
. ti1e Korean war. Although, for all I know,
young G.l.'s are still singing the same
marching songs that we did, about Jodie
and "You had a good home but you
left," I suspect that the Vietnam war has
forced the most radical upheaval in the
Army way in its long history. The Korean
war, tactically, was closer to World War II
than is the present action. Vietnam has
been fought with radically new tactics
under more frustrating circumstances and
with the most hostile or indifferent
civilian population behind him the soldier
has ever experienced.
We have read much about the fighting
of this war, but how about its effect upon
the spirit of the institution? One hint
comes from West Point, where a new
breed of cadets dislikes going on leave
because of the criticism directed at them
by their peers (one cadet tells everybody
he's a student at the University of
Virginia). Many of these future officers
are admitted five-year-and-out men,
Indeed , erosion of the younger officer
corps is an index of the devaluation of an
Army career in today's market (although
the recession may change that). The
reasons Mr. Just offers for this are
primarily the war and the repeated
Vietnam tours for younger officers (and
don't overlook the wives: modern Army
wives have no stomach for the life and
urge their husbands to get out ; the
husbands usually do), but also the
endemic antimilitarism in the surrounding
society, the low pay and the "Mickey
Mouse" - inspections, haircuts and other
breeds of chicken.
Many brave and intellect ually superior
men stay the course, but they are
confronted with a choice between
unorthodoxy and a blunted career or
playing the game- drawing the right
assignments, knowing the right people,
"getting along" - and moving up the
ladder.
The careerists thrive while those who
think critically tend to drop out or get
passed over for promotion. "Brains do

ANNUAL GIVING
REACHES 85%
As of March 15, pledges to the
1970-71 Annual Giving Campaign
had reached $297,656 or 85% of
the goal of $350,000. Campaign
leaders were enthusiastic about the
progress which indicated substantial
increases compared with last year's
campaign for the same period.
• Alumni Fund-$183,107 - 92%
of the $200,000 goal (at a
comparable date last year, the
amount pledged was $129,759).
• Parents Fund-$60,355-80%
of the $75,000 goal (at the same
time last year, $40,953 had been
pledged).
•
Business
and
lndustry-$43,378-87% of the $50,000
goal.
•
Friends
of
Trinity-$7,7.8 3-52% of. the $15,000
goal.
• Foundations:....$3,033-30% of
the $1 0,000 goal.
Campaign ends June 30, 1971.

not lock a man out, imagination does,"
says Mr. Just. Perhaps as a corollary to
this, there seems to be no great bitterness
about civilian inhibitions that rein in the
Vietnam campaign of a kind that would
throw up an American protest movement
of the kind that Gen. Raoul Satan led in
Algeria. Instead, there is a feeling that it
was a bad deal, so let's move on to the
next war, only this time we will have
more to do with setting the rules of the
game. Already there is a Military
Assistance Officers Program that trains
military advisers for the next rescue
mission to the third world. Programmed
to
work
with
their
local
counterparts-considered the only stable
element in an otherwise viola tile, baffling
world- they will presumably bail out the
Establishment from whatever revolution
is in town. More importantly, from the
Army's standpoint, M.A.O.P. will advise
the State Department and the White
House of the desirability of intervention.
Should intervention come, against the
advisers' better judgment, the Army of
course won't say, "Hell no, we won't go."
What it will say is, "We told you so."
Paternalistic Indulgence
This great, shambling, curiously
innocent, rather insular institution has,
for all the limitations placed upon it in
Vietnam just about been given its head
when it comes to appropriations. Such
paternalistic indulgence is probably
drawing to a close, though- not because
of the death of L Mendel Rivers or a
harder look at its mission but simply for
economy reasons as a result of the
winding down of the war. To show what
the military does, given its head, Mr. Just
tells the wondrous story of the Sheridan
tank, which was conceived for the plains
of Europe in 1957 but ended up in
Vietnam, where it was something of a
lemon. It was an example of those new
weapons-the TFX fighter plane is
another-that
gather
self-fulfilling
momentum as their progenitors' careers
become more involved in them. In the
Army you don't point out the
shortcomings of something you are part
of, whether it is a new tank or pacifying a
province; rather you are resolutely
optimistic, hence the recurrent phrase
"can do." Which is what they said about
Vietnam.
Still, as an institution the Army will
survive the Vietnam war. Already its
brightest men are scouting about for new
missions at home (including social-action
programs as well as the recently
publicized surveillance of politicians) and
abroad (where counterinsurgency wars

Harry V. Williams of West Hartford and chairman of The Hartford Insurance Group
(left) receives Business and Industry Certificate of Appreciation for his firm from
President Lockwood for scholarship gifts to the College for the current academic year.
Standing are (left) Stephen L. Perreault '63, who was one of the first Hartford
Insurance Scholars at Trinity and is now Secretary, Property and Casualty Policy
Planning at The Hartford and Hugh S. Campbell '32, chairman of the Business and
Industry Associates annual giving drive at the College.

Urban, Environmental Studies
Added To Summer Offering
"The Summer Term at Trinity College
is not in any way a conventional college
term."
Working within this self-expressed
premise, Dean of the Faculty Edwin Nye,
who also is overseeing the summer
program, has developed a 1971 summer
term offering which includes a mixture of
the traditional with timely innovative
programs.
The main focus of new offerings for
the two five-week sessions (June 28-July
30; and August 2 to September 3) are
two groups of courses dealing with Urban
and Environmental Studies. Enrollment
in these courses is not restricted to
potential
social
scientists
but is
inten,tionally being opened to include a
wide range of undergraduate students and
adults in the community who seek an
opportunity to better understand various
aspects of the urban and environmental
problems of our technological society _
Some of the courses being offered are :
(first session) Economics of Urban
Problems;
Urban
Sociology;
Transportation and Public Policy; The
Black Experience in the American City ;
Utopias; Urban Politics; Introduction to
Ecology; (second session) Religious Ideas
and Movements of the American City;
Contemporary Hispanic Life and Culture;
Community and Regional Resource
Planning; The Chemistry of Air Pollution;
Community Action Programs.
Related courses supporting the urban
and environmental programs are study
groups entitled "Men and lnstitu tions"
with course offerings in economics,
philosophy,
political
science
and
psychology, ''Modern Languages" with
offerings in French, elementary German,
intensive Italian and intensive and oral
Spanish;
and
a
"Science
and
Mathematics" group including biology,
mathematics, and physics.
Graduate courses for students wishing
to take a single course, or as part of a
masters degree program, are offered in
classical
civilization,
economics,
education, English, French, Greek,
history, Latin, mathematics, philosophy,
are the hot ticket). If there is a moral to
Mr. Just's fine, taut , involved job of
reporting it is this: "Under the American
system, the civilians have to control the
military because there is no mechanism
for the military to control themselves.''

political science, and Spanish.
A special eight-week program for
teachers of Puerto Rican students is also
being offered which features two weeks
of study at the University of Puerto Rico.
The program, being conducted jointly by
the Trinity departments of Modern
Languages and Education, is being
conducted under a grant from the
Connecticut Commission on Aid to
Higher Education.
Across the ocean, another Trinity
summer program will be conducted on
the Trinity/Rome campus with several
offerings for the study of Italian history,
culture and language. This program, now
in its second year, is under the direction
of Dr. Michael R. Campo and will
convene at the Rome campus June 9.

Library Publishes_
Poet's Biography ;
Through the efforts of a former
student, the Watkinson Library has
published a bio-bibliography of American
poet
Edwin
Arlington
Robinson
( 1869-1935).
The bibliography on Robinson , a
native of Maine, who three times won the
Pulitzer Prize, and is considered by many
as this nation's greatest poet, was
compiled by John W. Pye, of South
Weymouth , Mass., who was graduated last
June.
Now a student at the Episcopal
Theological Seminary in Cambridge, Pye
compiled the bibliography last year while
a student assistant in the Watkinson
Library.
A feature of the library publication is
the reproduction of the manuscript of the
poem "Twilight Song," first published in
"Captain Craig" in 1902, including two
stanzas deleted by Robinson which were
never published and for some time
thought to be lost.
The lines were almost obiterated in the
original manuscript but the former
student transcribed the 24 lines and they
are
included
in the publication,
presumably for the first time.
Pye based his publication on the
extensive collection of Robinson books,
manuscripts and memorabilia given to the
Watkinson Library by H. Bacon
Collamore of West Hartford.

-

Class Notes
ENGAGEMENTS
1967 Robert A. Moss, Jr. to Laurie Watson
1970 Ernest J. Mattei to Michele Montaigne
Michael J . Obliger to Jean C. Chamblee
MARRIAGES
1959 Dr. Barry D. Abrahamson to Marcia
Applebaum December 20, 1970
1963 Robert D. Perrin to Marva Bonham
December 20 , 1970
1969 John A. Ortolani to Angelina Lumbruno
June 9, 1970
BIRTHS
1960 Mr. and Mrs. Rodney G. Whitelaw
Daphne Page and Gavin Hamilton,
February 6
1961 Dr. and Mrs. Hugh W. Ewart, Jr. Hugh
Wallace, V. November 22
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Schoenfeld Jennifer
Gwen, January 26
1962 Mr. and Mrs. Richard P. Kroczynski Amy
Anne, December 7

.2 2.
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Bert C. Gable Jr.
61 Clearfield Road
Wethersfield, Conn. 06109

The • Hartford
Metropolitan
District
Commission has named MIL TON H. RICHMAN
to the Board of Finau.ce.
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James A. Calano
35 White Street
Hartford, Conn. 06114

We have just received a letter from STAN
MILLER along with a newspaper . clipping
informing us of the passing of WALT CANNER
on February 3 after a long illness. This news
saddened us considerably· as we all know that
Walt was one of the most dynamic leaders of
. pur class. We e~press our .qeep, sorrpw to his
'
fam ily .
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Raymond A. Montgomery
North Racebrook Road
Woodbridge, Conn. 06525

So sorry please, to have · missed the last
couple of issues of The Reporter - your
senetary has been away - Caribbean and South
America cruise - needless to say we had a good

time and enjoyed the lovely warmness of the
sun- it felt good on these ageing bones. 'Nuff
for that.
Our esteemed classmate, LEO RICCI , was
r ecently
named
president
of
the
Meriden-Wallingford Hospital by the board of
directors. Leo, a native Meridenite, graduated
from the local schools there and after a Trinity
B.A. , received an LL.B. degree from Yale
University Law School. While Leo is retired, he
keeps busier than the average guy going to
business today . Among the public offices now
held by Leo are : member of the City Board of
Apportionment and Taxation, the Meriden
Pension Board and the Advisory Planning Board
of the Central Connecticut Regional Center. He
is past president and treasurer of the Lions Club
and a former director of the YMCA. Leo has
been connected with the Hospital for the past
11 years as a corporator, a director and vice
president since 1966. Another honor for Leo.
He was one of 11 recipients of Hartford
. Archdiocese medals which are given for
outstanding contributions to the work of the
church . The medal was presented by
Archbishop John F. Whealon in Hartford. Leo
is well known and respected in Meriden and the
Class is prot:d of him .
DICK NOBLE has been ill recently, but we
arc glad to report that he is back on the road to
recovery . I talked with him yesterday (March
12) and he was his old chipper self.
KENNY SMITH wrote from Florida where he
was at the moment on his annual tour of the
baseball training camps.
TAYLOR STONE and Mrs. Stone are
working up a dass get-together for late April or
early May. We'll get a letter out on it just as
soon as all details arc completed .
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Winthrop H. Segur
34 Onlook Rd.
Wethersfield, Conn. 06109

California State College at Fullerton has
announced the sale of the deluxe and library
limited editions titled Angling Literature by
Capt.ain PHILIP MARKHMyl KERRIDGE
USNR (ret) . The brochure indicates that the
text is an address given by Mark before
members of the Patrons of the Library,
California State College at Fullerton, Friends of
the Library , University of Calfiornia, Irvine and
the Fly Fishers Club of Orange County,
participating in the bi-centennial celebration of
the State of California. At twenty-five dollars a
copy , it must really be something! Mark tells
me a copy has been sent our library .
Congratulations, Mark!

RECENT BEQUESTS AND MEMORIAL GIFTS
Trinity acknowledges with a deep sense of loss the passing of al~mni and other
friends of the College. It seems appropriate to list the bequests and memorial
gifts which have been made to honor them.
A gift of $1 ,991 has been received for the scholarship fund in memory of J.
H. Kelso Davis '99, Hon. '23. The total of this fund is now more than $68,000.
The Right Reverend Harold E. Sawyer '13, Hon. '47 left a bequest of $30,000
for scholarship purposes.
Gifts totalling more than $800 have been received in memory of Norton Ives
'16.
An additional $1 ,000 from the estate of Clarence A. Meyer '16 has been
added to the Class of 1916 Memorial Scholarship Fund.
A bequest of $2,000 has been received from the estate of Mrs. Mildred L.
Mercer in memory of her husband , George E. Mercer' 18. This has been added to
the Class of 1918 Scholarship Fund and was given by Mrs. Mercer's sister, Mrs.
H. G. Rylander, Administratrix of the estate.
Robert S. Lindsay '26 left a bequest of $8 ,899.68 for general purposes. He
died in 1963 and left this in trust with life income for his mother, who is now
deceased.
More than $2,500 has now been received for the library book fund in memory
of John F. Butler '33.
An additional $500 has been received for the scholarship fund in memory of
' the Reverend Flavel Sweeten Luther, former President of the College. This fund
now totals $5,500.
Phyllis Amdu r Golub , mo ther of an alumnus, left a bequest of $ 1,000 for
general purposes.
An additional $650,25 1.40 has been received from the estate of Mrs. Helen L.
Blake to be added to the scholarship fund in memory of her fi rst husband, the
Reverend George Thomas Linsley. The total received to date from Mrs. Blake's
estate is $780,772.31 .
In add.ition, gifts have been received in memory of the fo llowing alumni:
Adrian H. Onderdonk '99
Louis 0. deRonge '14
James A. Wales '0 1
Raymond F. Hansen '16
Bradford G. Weekes '07
SamuelS. Fishzohn '25
Clinton J. Backus Jr. '09
Joseph D. Flynn, Jr. '34
Karl W. Hall den '09
Charles J. Paul '51
Thomas G. Brown '13
Francis P. Urban Jr. '61

ADDED HONORS-The Trinity Club of New Haven honored Trin 's 1970 l'l~::w
England College Division Champion Football team with the presentation of plaques to
commemorate the achievements of the 7-1 season. Left to right, seated: Jim Curtin
'51, New Haven Club president; Jack O'Brien '36; football co-captains Jon Miller and
Mike James; Dave Kiarsis, the nation's leading college division runner and ECAC
college "player of the year"; standing: Jack McGowan '58; John Fink '44; Howie
Wrzosek '66; John Kenney '59; Ray Montgomery '25; Judge Vincent Bruno '57; Jack
Barton '56; Athletic Director Karl Kurth; Trinity coaches Don Miller, Dave Buran, Bill
Sferro and Jack Daniels.
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Julius Smith, D.M.D .
242 Trumbull St.
Hartford, Conn . 06103

RAY ADAMS wa$ given the oath of office as
a Probate Court Judge of Windsor, Connecticut,
for his seventh consecutive term . Though a
Democrat, Ray has long been endorsed by both
political parties and has been in office since
November 1948.
The
Hartford
Metropolitan
District
"MIKE"
Commission
has
named
Dr.
to membership on the Water
ZAZZARO
Bureau- Committee and the Board of Finance.
CUSHMAN REYNOLDS writes that he
retired from government as of April 30, 1970.
His new address is: 4410 North A-1-A (Apt.
108), Vero Beach, Florida 32960.
Elected an Associate Circuit Judge of Lake
County, Illinois- FRED GEIGER.
Please send us any news, change of address,
etc.
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John A. Mason
Trinity College
Summit Street
Hartford, Conn . 06106

The February 4 issue of the West Hartford
News ran a fine story on BILL BASCH and his
son, Peter, Class of 1974, entitled "What Will
They Do with the Vote?" Bill's oldest son,
Paul, expects to get his Trinity degree at the
May 30 Commencement exercises.
STU COWLES, now the Rector of Christ
Church, Douglas, Wyoming, has taken up
·
snowmobiling for relaxation.
Received a fine letter from JERRY
ARNOLD who has taken a short trip from
"Fun City" to Japan for a much needed
holiday .
Our deepest sympathy goes to the family of
JOE FLYNN who died suddenly January 21 in
Hartford .
Your SECRETARY has been elected
treasurer of Christ Church, Avon, Conn .
Dr. CHARLES TUCKER has been elected
president of the American Rhinological
Society. Ruth and Charlie have just had a
month's vacation in Europe.
Another traveler is FRED BASHOUR who
spent two weeks in the Everglades, Florida,
photographing birds.
DOUG GAY announces the marriage of his
daughter, Juliet, to Stephen Sivils on March 6.
BOB DAUT is now the executive director of
the Warehousemen's Association at the Port of
New York . Bob tells me that he ran into Bob
Schultze who seemed in fine form.
The puzzle "Think, Think '34" has been well
received by several with whom I've talked . Now
send in some news!
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Albert W. Baskerville
73 Birchwood Dr.
Derry, N.H. 03038

Incoming news continues to flow at a very
low ebb. 35'ers have obviously hibernated
during the winter solstice. Either that or they're
having a real ball and are too busy to
correspond.
Your SECRETARY, socked in by a typical
New Hampshire winter, has again concluded: If

you can't lick it join it. Thus the New
Hampshire
ski slopes have seen the
BASKERVILLEs, pere et fille, schussing,
traversing, etc.
Dr. ANTHONY D'ANGELO chaired the
.parents participation sector of St. Joseph
College's first publicly· supported fund drive.
The college is seeking a $300,000 response.
TONY CACASE reports a change from the
Long Island Sound town of Old Saybrook,
Connecticut, to Venice, Florida. He can be
reached at 1255 Tarpon Center Drive, Apt.
714 .
ED BOEGER moved from Stamford,
Connecticut, to 95 Wardwell Drive, New
Canaan, Connectie,ut.
BILL HOWARD switched from the Lone
Star State to 854 Green Lantern Lane, Ballwin,
Missouri.
Qon 't put it off. Mail that note today .
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Martin D. Wood
19 Tootin Hill Road
West Simsbury, Conn. 06092

DON VIERING was unanimously chosen for
another term as chairman of the Canton Zoning
Commission.
GEORGE STOUGHTON was elected a
vestryman at the annual meeting of St. James's
Church in West Hartford.
TOM T AMONEY is one of seven professional
and business leaders appointed to the advisory
committee of the Corbins Corner Branch of the
Burritt Mutual Savings Bank of New Britain.
Changes of Address: M. OLCOTT COL TON,
42-11 220th Street, Bayside, N.Y . 11361 ;
EDWARD G. ROSEN, % Kennedy, 2050 Newell
Rd., Mailbu, Calif. 90265.
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Harry R. Gossling, M.D.
85 J cfferson Street
Hartford, Conn. 06103

Dr. ROGER G. CONANT has announced the
engagement of his daughter, Nancy Jean, to
Kenneth W. Harris.
BOB TOLAND is in a new position as vice
president-development, the Academy of
Natural Sciences in Philadelphia. The Tolands
have built a house at 1333 Wisteria Drive in
Malvern, Pennsylvania. Other news from the
Tolands : son, David, is a Trinity freshma n :
daughter, Lilah , is a sophomore at Smith
College ; and the oldest son, Ben, is a senior at
Bowdoin College where he has a Surdna•
Fellowship in Psychology this year.
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Charles I. Tenney, C.L.U .
Charles I. Tenney & Associates
2 Byrn Mawr Ave.
Bryn Mawr, Pa . 19010

Well, we're back in th e news. LEIGH
CORNELL writes that he is northern regional
sales manager for Consu mer Products Division
of A. 0. Smith Corporation, and has moved
from New Je rsey to 35 West Colonial Road,
Wilbraham, Massachusetts.
WENDELL BLAKE is now headmaster of St.
James School, Texarkana, Texas. ARTHU~-._
HOWARD is at the San Diego Military
Academy in Del Mar, California, working
primarily as librarian, but also teaches two
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classes in development reading. Art lives in
Solana Beach.
Dr. CLII·:TON . CHERPACK has left Duke
and is now professor of romance languages at
the University of Pennsylvania. Clifton, his wife
and two sons, live at 343 Conestoga Road,
Wayne, Pennsylvania.
STEVE HARPER is self-employed as an
accountant, doing management consulting work
in Winston-Salem, North Carolina. Steve, S~lly
and their three children live at 2100 Brookfield
Drive .
Dr. RUDOLPH LA MOTTA is a member of
the American College of Physicians, the
specialty group of internal medicine. ~EORGE
KAYSER, a vice president of Connecticut Bank
and Trust Company , has been named manager
of it's office at 760 Main Street, Hartford.
BILL COTTER resigned last fall as
Connecticut State Insurance Commissioner to
run for Congress from the first district. He
trounced the party endorsed candidate in the
Democratic primary, and then went on to
defeat Hartford's Republican Mayor Ann
Uccello for the seat in Congress. As a matter of
interest,
Connecticut's
new
Republican
Governor, Tom Meskill, was graduated from
Trinity in 1950 and defeated a Wesleyan
graduate at the polls.
JOE JULAVITS is plant manager for
American Can in Philadelphia and is living at 45
Coopers Run Drive, Cherry Hill, New Jersey.
BUD SCHMIDT is now owner and operator
of Bay View Cottages, East Brewster, Cape
(:od, Massachusetts. With all the address
changes below, there ought to be some news.
Let's hear from you.
JOE LITTELL, c/o Me Dougal Little and
Company, 990 Grove Street, Evanston, Illinois;
CASIMIR JURCZYK, 28 Middlebrook Road,
Newington, Connecticut; WARREN DUERR,
!50 Park Avenue Ext. , Uncasville, Connecticut;
ROY FIELDING, 6814 S. Florence St., Tulsa,
Oklahoma; FRED FINK, 9745 Bay H_arb_our
Terrace, Apt. 8, Bay Harbour Island, l:londa;
ED REQUARDT , 1071 Celestial, H1ghla~d
Towers,
Cincinnati, Ohio ; REV . WEB
SIMMONS,
1413
Hawthorne
Road,
Carolina; . GEORGE
Wilmington,
North
SUMMERS, 2901 Hermosa V1ew Dnve,
Hermosa Beach, California; JOE LOPPERT, ?S
Hilltop Drive, Windsor, Connecticut; ED
PARON£, 1336 North Harper, Los Angles,
California; ROD NORMAN, 15 Beverly Road,
West Orange, New Jersey; BILL DUY, c/o Laud
Bissell and Mead, 120 Broadway , New York
City; ALONZO GRACE, 757 Paddock Path,
Moorestown, New Jersey; CHARLIE OSBORt:"~ ,
5048 East Lake Sammamish Road, N.E.,
Redmond , Washington.
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Theodore T. Tansi
45 Sunset Hill Road
Simsbury, Connecticut 06070

JOHN de M. HOOKER has been promoted to
assistant director of Agency Finance for
Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Co.
(Major) DICK SMITH has received the U.S.
Air Force Commendation Medal at Sheppard
AFB, Texas.
(Major) SAM FOWLER has just gra?uated
from the U.S. Air Force Inspector General
course at Norton AFB, California. This course
was given to 59 key civilian and serv1cc
personnel.
T. GERALD DY AR has been appointed
assistant director of systems with the Travelers
I nsurancc Company.
GRANT THOMAS is now district sales
supervisor in the Philadelphia District Office of
Anaconda Metal Hose.
Your SECRETARY was just elected a
vestryman of St. James Church in West
'
Hartford, Connecticut.
The following address changes have been
received: HALLECK A. BUTTS JR., 2002
Canterwood Dr., Charlotte, N.C. 282_13;
WINFIELD A. CARLOUGH JR., 926 Fifth
Ave
New York, N.Y. 10021; JOHN N.
DAVENPORT , 2722 Revere St., No. 108,
Houston Te xas 77027; Major JAMES J . HILL,
Space &, Missiles System Operation, _Air f."orc~
Systems Command, Los Angeles, Cahf. 90045,
WILBUR JONES, 36 Broadway , Ossining, N.Y .
10562 ; RAYMOND C. LEONARD JR ., 25
Tanglcwood Ct., Ridgefield, Conn. 06877 ;
GRANT M. THOMAS III, 409 Berwyn-Baptist
Rd., Berwyn, Pa. 19312.
Please keep me informed - others arc
interested in what you arc doing.
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Edward A. Montgomery Jr.
Backbone Road
Sewickley Heights, Pa. 15143

KENETH W. AKE is a vice president of the
('ity Division of Marine Midland'Ncw Y~rk.
Ken is working on the large New York ( Ity
accounts as a lending officer.
SKIP BEARDSELL has been appointed a
vice president of the K & H Containers, Inc.
Prior to joining K&H, Skip was a general
manager of Boise Cascade's Contamcr Plant m
Stratford, Connecticut. Skip and his Wife,
Libby, live in Cheshire, Conn., with their three
L"11ildrcn, Cathy II , Ellyn 9 and Mark 7.

assistant treasurer of the Colonial Bank & Trust
Company of Waterbury, Connecticut.
AARON FLEISCHMAN was named vice
president, general attorney, for TeleVision
Communications Corporation of New York
City. Aaron got his L~B degree in 1963 from
Harvard and has worked successively with the
FCC a Washington, D.C. law firm specializing
in c~mmunications law, and CBS. TeleVision
Communications Corp . owns and operates 20
CATV systems.
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Shenkan '58

MERRILL CALLEN is now working for
Collins & Aikmon in their corporate
engineering group in Charlot!~, N !"ferr_ill and
his wife, Maggie, really enJOY hvmg m the
South, especially since they are not far from
good sailing waters where they race on local
lakes.
KEN EATON is now living in Madison, N.J .
CHAR"LES EVEN has been appointed
associate actuary in the Special Accounts
Rating Division of the Casualty-Property
Commercialized Department of the Travelers
Insurance. Charlie is a member of the Sigma Pi
Sigma physics honor societ_y, the Am~rican
Academy of Actuaries, and IS a fellow m the
Casualty Actuarial Society. He is living with his
wiie and five children in Wethersfield, Conn.
Dr. GERALD FLOOD is living in Ardmore,
Pa.
Major EDWARD LUCAS is now living in
Jacksonville, Ark.
PETER LUQUER, is president of Landtect
Corporation of Philadelphia, whose subsi,di~ry,
LT Developers, is in charge of the natiOn s fu~t
ecologically planned inaustrial complex m
Logan Township, Gloucester, N.J. ·:Pureland",
as the project is called, wlil be a
pollution-controlled industrial com~lex an_d ~as
begun to offer plant sites to industnes. Th1s IS a
joint venture which is being financed by the
State Mutual Life Insurance Company of
America. The site will cover 3000 acres in the
southern New Jersey region of Delaware Valley .
The objective of this preparation is to insure
that an area I n which the complex of
interrelated heavy , medium and light industries
can function without pollution or disturbing
the
natural
environment.
Peter
says,
"Preservation
and
protection
of
the
environment is perhaps the biggest and most
immediate challenge faced by U.S . industries.
We believe that Pureland has successfully
mastered this challenge." Peter is confident
enough of this project that Landtect already
has plans under way for Pureland-onentcd
industrial complexes in other sectiOns of the
country.
.
PAUL MacLEOD is now living in Bloomfield
Hills, Mich .
. . .
KIRBY MALCOLM-SMITH is now hvmg m
White River Junction, Vt.
BRUCE MacDONALD is now living in New
Canaan Conn.
BAR,RY PLOTTS has moved but is still living
. .
.
in Washington, D.C.
WALLACE PARKER is now hvmg m
Salisbury, Maryland.
JOACHIM PEN GEL has joined the faculty at
the School of Education of the University of
Hartford as an assistant professor. Prior to
joining the staff of the University of Hartford,
he lecutred in graduate educatiOn at the
University of Connecticut. His duties at UofH
include counselor education in the masters,
sixth year and in the Graduate Studies Program
as well as planning and development of
counselling programs. He had received his
doctorate degree of philosophy from the
University of Connecticut. During 1956-59, he
directed the young adult's program at the
Bridgeport YMCA. In 1_960-61, he was a,_YMCA
vocational counselor Ill New York ( Jty . In
1961 and 1964, he was director of counselling
at the Greater Hartford YMCA. His professional
affiliations include the American Personnel and
Guidance Association, the National Vocational
Guidance Association and the Association for
Counsellor Education and Supervision. He is
married to Marguerite Ann and they have a son,
Edward.
PETER SAYRE is a major in the U.S. Air
Force. He will be stationed in Da Nang Air
Force Base with the 20th Tactical Air Support
Squardon. He is chief ·of standa:diz~tion and
evaluation and his area of operatiOn Is all the
First Corps in Viet Nam.
BILL SMITH in March of 1970 joined the
firm of Pea t , Marwick, Mitchell & Company in
New York City, with responsibilities for their
insJiance industry consulting practice in the
northeastern region. Bill and his family arc now
. .
.
living in Greenwich, Conn.
Major RIDLEY STEWART is now hvmg m
Granby, Mass. He has also been recognized for
helping his unit win the U.S. Air Force
l)utstanding Unit Award. Ridley is a member of
the Ninth Bomb Wing where he is an air
weapons officer.
.
JOHN SWETT is now living in Summit, N.J.
CHARLES THOLEN is now living in
Bronxville, N.Y.
The Rev. PALMER WYLE is now living in
Salmon, Idaho.

·C:·

Fleischman '60
BILL ZITO is minister of the First
Congregational Church of Watertown, Conn.
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The Rev. Borden Painter
110 Ledgwood Road
West H~rtford, Conn. 06107

CHARLIE SELDEN has kept himself busy
the past several years as coordinating editor for
Educational Development Corporation out in
Palo Alto, California. He writes that h1s
current project is a 15 book program for grades
1-8 in spelling and handwriting. The program
will be published by Noble and Noble
Publishers
in
early
1971.
RIDGE
SATTERTHWAITE reports that he is "aliv_e
and well" in Saint Paul, Minnesota, where he IS
on the faculty of Macalester College. In
addition to teaching geography, Ridge is
completing his work on a Ph.D. ~t the
University of Wisconsin and is servmg as
Macalester's director of overseas programs.
From Switzerland comes word from PETE
SMITH who is now head of the Upper Scho?l
of the American School in Lugano . Pete IS m
his second year at the school where he is the
administrative director of seniors and juniors
and teaching American and European history .
JACK
SHENKAN
recently
receiVed a
promotion to general sales manager of
WT AE-TV and radio in Pittsburgh. Jack has
been on the WTAE staff since it went on the au
in 195 8 and for the past two years had been
sales manager.
Some new addresses include the following:
NORM BLOMBERG , 33A Picotte Drive,
Albany, N.Y., 12208; TED CASS, Peace
Corps, U.S. P.O. and Courthouse Buildmg,
Cincinnati, Ohio, 45202 ; BOB GIBSON, 110
Riverside Drive, New York, N.Y., 10024;
FRANK KURY, Kury and Kury, 142 Market
Street,
Sunbury,
Pa.,
17801;
BOB
McCLENAHAN, 203 Lawrence Street, New
Haven , Conn., 06053; KEN MERRILL, 143
West Wilton Road, Ridgefield, Conn., 06877;
ART POLSTEIN, Toddy Hill Road, R.D. No.1,
Sandy Hook, Conn., 06482 ; and JIM
STUDLEY, 3255 Joyce Drive, Orlando ,
f." lorida, 32809.
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Robert C. Langen
2 Sachems Trail
West Simsbury, Conn. 06092

BUD BERGMAN writes from Seattle where
he has Jived for the past two years with his wife
and two daughters. Prior to moving to the west
coast he had lived for a couple of years in
Holla~d and Switzerland. He's doing
predominately
college
work
for
the
architectural firm of Ibsen Nelson and
Associates. They live ncar Lake Washington and
do a lot of mountain climbing during the
summer.
TOM WYCKOFF is selling bar steel for a
division of Ampco-Pittsburg Corp. in the state
of Indiana. He and his wife, Pattie, live in
Indianapolis and spend as much time as possible
on the ski slopes.
GEORGE KROH is president of Kroh Bros.
Realty Co. in Kansas City . He and Ca.olyn have
one daughter. Kroh Bros. is in the process of
developing an 84-acrc shopping center m
Kansas City, initiating commercial development
operations in Sarasota, Florida, and manag~ng
several downtown and suburban Kansas City
office buildings. George also reports that he got
deeply involved in Jack Danfort~'s unsuccessful
Senate bid to unseat Stuart Symmgton.
JACK SCHULIK lives with his wife and two
children in Garden City, Long Island, and
works for J .C . Penney on the marketing of their
new financial service program. In addition, he's
vice president of the Garden City Jaycees and
president of his church's Board of Trustees.
HAROLD SALM has been made controller
of the Cod man Company , Inc. After Tinr~ty, ~e
got his MBA from Columbia and now hves m
Westwood, Mass.
.
WALT GREEN has joined EducatiOnal
Technology, Inc. of Merrick, Long Island, and
has moved to 93 Bicycle Path, Selden, N.Y.
11784.
. .
ARTHUR KOTCH has resigned his position
at the University of Pennsylvania to become
director of the Pulmonary Disease Department
at the Danbury (Connecticut) Hospital. He's
living in Newtown, Conn., with his wife and
three children.
RICHARD BOWDEN has been promoted to
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Peter N. Campbell
350 Earlston Drive, N.E.
Atlanta, Ga. 30328

'70 news is beginning to slow down, but at
least a few faithful people are keeping their
classmates up to date.
JOSEPH BARKLEY recently graduated from
the Air Force O.T.S. He is now a secon_d
lieutenant stationed at Chanute AFB, III., and IS
studying to be an aircraft maintenance officer.
Upon graduation from this course, he hopes for
a New England assignment. PAUL HERRON,
recently engaged to Laurel E. Fink (Smith,
'71), has joined ROBERT S. BINGHAM a~d
STEPHEN L. TODY at Naval O.C.S. .m
Newport R.I. JAMES OSHER finished his
active d;ty for the Reserves and is living in Ann
Arbor, Mich., and plans to enter law school in
September.
MARC ATKINSON is working hard at the
Wharton School of U. of Penn. RANDY
GRETZ also attends Wharton. GRANT
BRANSTATOR, who recently married_ Ro?in
Priebe of Portland, Ore. , attends the UmvefSlty
of Michigan, studying mathemati~s. Judy
Dworin is learning, working, and teachmg .?ance
at the College. Recently she produced Jo_hn
Brown: The End Is Not Yet" for film wh1ch
was aired on local television.
The HRF has set up West Coast headquarters
at 1964 Pacific Ave., No. 1, San Francisco. An
open invitation has been extended to one and
all from ERIC AASEN and ROBERT WILSON .
RAYMOND PECH, now a C.O. to Uncle Sam,
is engaged to Eve Langenfeld, an
East
Hartford graduate of Skidmore.

IN
MEMORY
.. ..
~·

MISS FRANCES A. McCOOK
The College has lost a devoted friend in the
passing of Miss Frances A. McCook. She died
quietly in her beloved home at 396 Mam St.,
Hartford , March 9.
The last of eight children of the late
Reveren d John James McCook, Class of 1863,
Hon. 1910 and Eliza Sheldon Butler, she was
born June 7, 1877 in the family homestead
opposite Capitol Avenue in downtown
Hartford. The horne and grounds have been left
to the Antiquarian and Landmarks Society in
which she was keenly interested .
Miss McCook was a familiar figure around
the city nearly always walking on visits to
shut-ins and to local hospitals. She was active in
the Women's Auxiliary at McCook Hospital,
named for her father, and at St. John's Church.
East Hartford where her father had served as
its first pastor.
For years she attended Trinity Class Day and
Commencement exercises as well as many
cultural events.
She is survived by three nephews, John S.
McCook, Class of 1935; John McCook Roots
and Sheldon Roots, Class of 1931; and two
nieces, Elizabeth Roots and Frances Roots
Hadden. Her great-nephew. John J . McCook, is
a member of the Class of 1974.
Miss McCook's four brothers- Or. John B.
McCook, Class of 1890; The Honorable Philip
.1. McCook, Class of 1895. Hon. 1920; George
McCook, Class of 1897 for whom the McCook
athletic trophy was donated; and Anson T.
McCook, Class of 1902, Hon. 1952 - were well
known to older alumni as well as in greater
Hartford and New York City. (written by John
A. Mason '34)
ROBERT PAUL BUTLER, M.A. 1906
Robert Paul Butler- a prominent local
attorney and the long-time Democratic leader
who stumped for AI Smith in '28, backed
Franklin D. Roosevelt in '32 and '40, but then
switched parties to pick Eisenhower over
Stevenson in '52 - died February 7, at his home
in West Hartford. He was 87.
Mr. Butler, a U.S. district attorney for 11
years and a former drama critic for ~he
Hartford Times, spent over 50 years boostmg
Democratic candidates in state elections and
playing host to Democrats politicking in the
state for national posts.
He also had a long career of castigating
Republicans for their "atrociou~·: tariffs, the~
"monstrous" position on proh!bitJOn, and theu
"buck-passing" when it carne to handling
recessions.
In 1928, he was himself considered as a
Democratic nominee for U.S. Senator, and
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later, as his career developed, was a keynoter at
several state cof1ventions.
His final note, however, was one of
resistance. In 1952, as Harry Truman was
finishing his term in office, Mr. Bu tier
announced he would turn against his Democrats
and help bring in a Republican administration
to "mop up the mess."
Born in Prairieville, Michigan, in 1883, Mr.
Butler spent his first year after graduation from
Cornell teaching English at Trinity, then went
into newspaper work before entering politics.
In 1913, he was appointed Clerk of Common
Pleas of Hartford County and began his legal
education . By 1922, he was chief corporation
council in his city.
His first appointment to the district court,
came well after he had gained acclaim as a civil
lawyer-winning at one point a 16-year-old
patent case worth $1.5 million -and had
become a chieftain in the state's Democratic
party.
In 1930, he joined with two Hartford
associates and created the firm Butler, Howard,
and Campbell.
He later became senior partner of the
Hartford firm of Butler, Volpe and Sacco.
When he moved to West Hartford during the
30's, The Hartford Times commented
editorially that the action removed a
"picturesque
personality
from
Hartford
political campaigns. Oratorically gifted, Mr.
Butler contributed considerable liveliness to
local campaigns."
He leaves a son, Philip Butler of Sarasota,
Florida, and four grandchildren.
NORTON !YES, ! 916
Nbrtpn: · Ives,

of Grosse Pointe farms,
Mi<;higan, died February 1, in Ford Hospital
after a short illness. He was a native and
life-long resident of the Detroit area.
A graduate of the class of 1916, Mr. lves
served in World War I for two years as a first
lieutenant before embarking on an outstanding
career in the insurance fie.Jd as an associate
general agent for the State Mutual Life
Assurance Company of America.
At Trinity, Mr. Ives played football and
baseball. He · was Freshman Class president, a
senator, a member of the Medusa, The
Sophomore Dining Club and Delta Psi
fraternity .
Mr. lves was active with the Y.M.C'.A. both
during and after college. He was a former
trustee of Merrill-Palrrer school, an officer of
the Detroit Life Underwriters Association, past
president of Detroit General Agents and
Managers Association, and past president of the
State Mutual Life General Agents Association .
Mr. lvcs was president of the Detroit Alumni
Association, and was awarded the Alumni
Medal in 1959.

HOWARD SOMERVILLE ORTGIES,
Howard S. Ortgies died January 27, in
Linthicum, Maryland.
While at Trinity, Mr. Ortgies played football,
basketball, baseball, and tennis. In addition to
being captain of the tennis team, he was
awarded nine letters in the four sports during
his four years at Trinity. He was also president
of the Interfraternity Council, president of the
Jesters, class president, a member of Medusa
and the Alpha Chi Rho fraternity.
1
After his graduation, Mr. Ortgies worked for
nine years in sales and advertising with the
Crane Company of New York and Hartford.
From 1935 until 1948, he was with American
Radiator and Standard Sanitary Corporation as
sales supervisor of the Export Department.
Until his retirement in 1961, he was assistant
sales manager and export manager of National
Plastic Products Corporation of Maryland.
During the Second World War, Mr. Ortgies
served as a lieutenant commander in charge of
the Shipyards Section District Security .Office,
Third Naval District, New York City.
He leaves his wife, Mrs. Jean Ortgies; a
brother, John A. Ortgies, Class of 1920, of
Virginia Beach, Virginia; a sister, Mrs. H. W.
Dusinberre of Norfolk, Virginia; a daughter,
Jean Cameron Ortgies; a son, Howard
Somerville Ortgies Jr .
WALTER WILLIAM CANNER, 1923
Walter W. Canner died February 3, in
Ridgewood, New Jersey, after a lo.ng illness.
While at Trinity, Mr. Canner played football,
baseball, and basketball. He was president of his
class his freshman and junior years and was a
member of Sigma Nu fraternity.
Mr. Canner had been in the insurance
business for 4 7 years, beginning in 1923 with
the Travelers Insurance Company. He served
with that firm in many states until 1946 when
he became vice president and agency director
for Sterling Insurance Company of Chicago. He
later became president of the Hoey and Ellison
Life Agency, Incorporated, New York City,
representing the Equitable Life Insurance
Company of Iowa.
A strong advocate of the properly trained
~alesman. Mr. Canner developed and conducted
a selling course for salesmen and directed public
speaking courses for Dale Carnegie. He wrote
several articles which appeared in leading
insurance magazines and was engaged as a
lecturer and instructor by the Insurance Society
of New York, Pace College, Pons School and
Marquard School.
The Cheshire, Connecticut, native was active
in many civic affairs during his more than
30-year-residcnce in Ridgewood, including
Community Chest and Red Cross.
Mr. Canner is survived by two daughters,
Mrs. Carolyn Drew of Midland Park, New

Jersey , and Mrs. William (Cynthia) Duncan of
North Olmsted, Ohio; a son, Walter William
John Canner of Torrance, California; six
grandchildren and one great-grandchild.
RICHARD LAWRENCE SLOSSON JR . 1932
Word has only recently reached the College
of the death of Richard L. Slosson who died
August 13, 1970 in East Aurora, New York.
A member of Alpha Delta Phi fraternity, Mr.
Slosson majored in economics after transferring
from the University of Buffalo. He was a
member of the Glee Club, the Literary Club,
the Ivy, the Tripod, the track squad and the
cross country team.
After leaving Trinity, he attained the rank of
major in the U.S. Army, serving· with the 209th
Anti-aircraft. Upon leaving the army, he entered
into a career as a child psychologist, specializing
in reading problems, and worked with the Erie
County Department of Health.

late father, James Jackson , received
honorary degree from Trinity in 1937.

an

GEORGE ATKINSON fEEHAN , 1943
The College only recently learned that
George Feehan, Class of 1943 was killed in an
automobile accident last August.
Born in Bridgeport, Connecticut, Mr. Feehan
was raised in Darien, Connecticut, and attended
Darien High School.
Since his graduation from Trinity in 1946 ,
Mr. Feehan worked as an area manager for the
California Association of Employers, a
marketing and sales manager of Modera
Manufacturing Company and, more recently,
was the manager of prices and supplies, the St.
Louis Division of Phillips Petroleum Company.
Mr. Feehan leaves his wife, Mrs. Betty
Feehan; two daughters, Nancy Atkinson
Feehan and Janet Massie Feehan; and a son,
John Chrisholm Feehan.

MORTON RAPHAEL SPRAY, 1932
Mr. Spray received his bachelor of science
degree in biology and chemistry at Trinity in
1932. In 1944, he received an additional degree
in science from Long Island University. Since
that time he had worked as a chemist for
Jamison Laboratories in Brooklyn, New York.
The College just learned that Mr. Spray
passed away November 20, 1969. He leaves a
son, Joel M. Spray of Cincinnati, Ohio.

"-

FRANCIS GARDNER JACKSON, 1938
Francis G. Jackson, who had devoted his
career to the teaching and coaching of young
men at Brooks School in North Andover,
Massachusetts, died there December 31, 1970
at the age of 56.
Born in Boston, Mr. Jackson attended
Brooks School where he was an outstanding
athlete. Upon his graduation, he attended
Harvard for a year and then transferred to
Trinity as a member of the Class of 1938.
He brought with him his love for sports and
his ability earned him three varsity letters in
football and two in baseball. He was the College
squash racquets champion for three years. He
was a member of the Sophomore Dining Club,
Interfraternity Council, Senate and the Medusa.
He was a member of Psi Upsilon fraternity.
After graduation, he returned tn Brooks
School as a master, teaching French, 'Spanish
and Mathematics. At diffe~:,ent times, he
coached football, squash, and, in more recent
years, baseball. For many years he filled
the post of registrar.
Mr. Jackson is survived by his wife, Mrs. Jane
Matthews Jackson; a daughter, Jane; a son,
Francis, Jr. and six grannchildren. Mr. Jackson's

THORNTON BOSWELL ROBY, 1945
Dr. Thornton B. Roby of North Reading,
Massachusetts, formerly of Berlin, Connecticut,
died february 23 at his hom e after a short
illness.
Dr. Roby was a graduate of Berlin High
School and received his bachelor of science
degree from Trinity, his M.A. from Wesleyan ' ·
University in 1949, and his Ph .D. from Yale in
1950.
He was a professor of psychology at Tufts
University and had published many pamphlets
and books in his field of experimental social
psychology. Among his early articles were
several dealing with the relationships between
crew members of B-29's.
He is survived by his wife, the former
Kathryn Wachtelhausen of Berlin · two
daughters, Mrs. Richard Austin of 'Ascot,
England, and Miss Sydney Roby , a student at
Goucher College; his mother, Mrs. Sidney J.
Roby of 1667 Orchard Rd. , Berlin; four
brothers,
Sheldon
Roby
of Meriden,
Connecticut, Kingsley Roby of Saddle River,
New Jersey, David Roby of Miami, Florida, and
''L
!
Richard Roby of Berlin; and a sister, Miss
Elizabeth Roby of Madison, Connecticut.

CECIL GRAHAM RAMSAY, 1955
Word that Cecil G. Ramsay died on August
22, 196 7, in Schenectady, New York, has only
recently reached the College .
A member of the Class of 1955, Mr. Ramsay
left Trinity in his sophomore year to enter
Kings Point. While at Trinity he was president
of the Freshman Executive Council and also
president of the Freshman Class.

Student Volunteer 'OD Squad' Brings Hope To Youngsters
by Jay L. Schaefer '71
He was ten years old and he had never
seen a typewriter before. "See if you can
find the letters in your name on the
keys," said his tutor-counselor-friend, a
Trinity student. "J-1-M-M-Y."
·
Concentrating on the rows of letters in
front of 1tim, Jimmy slowly typed his
name, then his address, his telephone
number, and then turned and asked for
more words to write.
Later, after Jimmy left, his tutor
explained: "His teacher in school told me
his reading level was two years behind the
rest of the class and lacked interest in
doing his work. But l think this kid can
be reached- he only wants lots and lots of
attention and he really needs it."
The Trinity student, who said he
wasn't doing "any more than anyone else
in the group," preferred not to have his
name singled out. He was one of the
dedicated
members
of
a
recent
community action group formed on the
campus, the Od Squad .
The Od Squad-and that's not to be
confused with "old" or "odd" - was
formed in September 1969 as an off
shoot of Hartford's Revitalization Corps.
Now an autonomous campus activity
financed by the Student Activities Fee
and the Chapel Fund, the program seeks
to build friendships between Trinity
students
and
neighborhood · ghetto
children, mostly from the South End of
Hartford.
"Tutoring is only one part of the
program," said Ethan Anthony {Tony)

Loney '73 presently co-organizer with
Miss LeLeace V. Williams '73. 'The
biggest part is getting to know the kid,"
said Loney.
·
He said there were now about 30
Trinity students working with some 45
neighborhood youngsters of grade school
age . "Each Trinity student works closely
with one (boy or girl) and more
experienced squad members may work
with two younger kids. They get together
anywhere from one to four times a week
and the student becomes a familiar sight
in the youngster's neighborhood."
"They like to come to the campus to
play football, go to the game room
(ping-pong, pool, table "soccer"), watch a
swim meet or karate exhibition or go to
the Field House for basketball," said
Gregory A. Bartlett '74.
Rod M. Jacobsen '73, said he tutored
two younger children in reading, spelling
and math, but about half his time was
recreational. "They especially like a
change of scene and a chance to come to
Trinity," he said. "They were fascinated
to see the inside of the school and to find
out why I didn't have to be in class from
nine to three. But once they found out
that
the
classrooms
looked
like
classrooms, they lost interest in the
buildings."
Loney said the entire squad holds
weekly meetings to keep in contact and
to plan frequent (usually bi-weekly)
group outings, including such activities as
bowling, movies, trips to Mystic Seaport,
Dinosaur State Park, amusement parks,
football games (at the Yale Bowl) and the

longest excursion to the Children's
Museum in Boston. Future trips being
considered include Bradle,y Field, New
York City and farms in Connecticut.
The biggest problem, however, is
transportation.
Last year · the squad had the use of a
19 56 orange-colored Revitalization Corps
school bus that has sinee broken down.
Members without cars said there has been
considerable difficulty getting around,
not only for the group trips, but also in
getting the tutors to-and-from the South
End homes of the youngsters or to a
Revitalization
Corps
"storefront"
classroom. There are usuaily car pools
going to Rice Heights or Charter Oak
Terrace but the squad has to rent one or
two busses for weekend trips.
The Od Squad ran into other
organizational problems earlier in the
year. The . success of the small-but-tight
program in 1969-70 led to a big recruiting
drive in September, 1970. More than 90
students signed up for the program, but,
through attrition, the number has fallen
to about 30.
"Some people had problems seeing
how many commitments they could
handle ," explained Loney, "and later
dropped
out."
Others found
the
expanded size of the squad made
interpersonal relationships harder to
torm- the group was becommg too
unstructured and unwieldy.
The founders and organizers of the
original program last year became
involved in open semester projects,
exchange projects or other activities,

leaving the squad to new leadership. "The
group must rally together and respond t.o
firm leadership if it is going to work out,"
a former member said. "Then the
enthusiasm and participation snowballs."
The gro~p has moved out into the
community to meet with parents,
· tea~ hers, and -other neighborhood people
to build closer ties and coordinate their
efforts. One drawback, however, is that
all the programs stop each summer when
Trinity students go on vacation and the
volunteer forces must be reorganized each
fall.
Pairing off youngstet:s •with tutors,
keeping track of the group and
coordinating community events and
transportation is nearly a full-time job,
according to the leaders of the squad. All
the Trinity members find they are
squeezed for time between academic
subjects, the Od Squad and other
activities ranging from cross country runs
to dramatics.
"Everyone's really pressed for time."
said Constance (Robin) Rogers. T2. "but
there's so much you can do if you have
the energy. It's a shame more don't do
it - they could if they gave themselves a
push ."
She said she had built a relationship
with the girl she tutored that was more
important then other commitments. "It"s
more than a 'civic duty,' " she said.
"We're friends- my walls are plastered
with pictures she's drawn and she feels
dose enough to call me and say she
would like to see me."
''We're both getting something out of
it,'' Robin said .
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Ten Athletic Teams, Four Crews
Ready For Busy Spring Season
Ten teams and four crews will be busy
for the next six weeks as the brief but
active spring sports season unfolds.
There will also be a women's tennis
team, with three matches scheduled and
coeds will also be participating in many
of the sailing club's regattas.
BASEBALL
The baseball team planned a four-game
pre-season trip into Washington D.C. in
early April. The trip was made possible in
part through income derived by the
players from staffing concession stands
during the year and an exhibition
basketball game with the Trinity Alumni
- All-Stars defeating the All-American Red
Heads. The team planned to stay at
military
installations
in
the
Washington-Virginia area to reduce
expenditures.
Coach Robie Shults will be counting
heavily on returning pitchers Stephen
Fink and Bill Foster and seven other
returning lettermen to spark the team
which opens the regular schedule with a
double header April l 0 against Colby in
Hartford. Don Miller is preparing the
freshman nine for their opener April 17
at Wesleyan. Yale's frosh are here April
24.
CREW
With four veterans back from last
year's heavyweight crew, and some bright
prospects up from the 1970 JV boat and
the undefeated freshman eight which won
the national championship, Coach Norm
Graf is looking to another good year.
The only home regatta scheduled is the
annual Mason-Downs Cup Race on April
17 on the Connecticut River. And the
Lightweight Crew, which has a separate
schedule, will be on home water May I.
The crews planned most of March and
_ the first week of April for hard work and
scheduled "brushes" and practice races
against such powers as Yale, Brown and
M.I.T. On April 20, before Trin crews
enter the bigger regattas, Coach Graf has
another practice dash scheduled with
Yale at Derby, Conn. on April 20.

GOLF
Watch titc freshman golf team this
year! John Mason '34, has agreed to share
his secrets of success on the fairways and
shepherd the yearling golfers around this
spring.
Harry E. Winslow of the Wethersfield
Country Club has volunteered to coach
the varsity and he will be looking to
co-captains Pet Wentz and Jay Smith to
lead the squad which opens its campaign
April 15. The varsity will play its home
matches on the Goodwin Park Golf
Course in Hartford.
LACROSSE
It is Dr. Chet McPhee now (he received
his Ph.D. from Ohio State) and he is back
for his I Oth season as head lacrosse
coach. The team appears to be well
balanced with 15 returning lettermen and
should improve on last year's 2-6 record.
Dr. McPhee will be looking to
co-captain Spike Birmingham to lead the
attack and co-captain Bill Provost to head
the defense. The team opens April l 0
with Bowdoin on campus. Bill Sferro is
coaching the freshman eleven.
TENNIS
Veteran coach Roy Dath will have his
hands full this spring. In addition to the
varsity and freshman teams he now is
coaching a women's tennis team which
has three home matches scheduled (April
14, 28, and May 3).
The men's varsity will open at home
against Army on April 9. The team will
be paced by Captain Richard N. Palmer.
The frosh team has its first home match
Aprill9.
TRACK
Dave Buran takes over as head track
coach this year. The varisty and freshman
teams will be combined this spring which
should give Buran and assistant coach
Jack Daniels a little more depth for the
usual thin Blue and Gold lineup.
Team captain Ralph Morini should
again lead the way in the weight events
with senior John Durland heading the
runners. Trin's home opener is April 17
against Middlebury.

-- ON GUARD-The Ferris Center was filled with collegiate swordsmen last month as
Trinity hosted the New England Intercollegiate Fencing Tournament. Trio finished
third behind champion M.I.T. and Brandeis. This is the 13th time Trinity has placed
third or better in tourney since 1953. Bantams have won it five times.

DOWN TO THE RIVER IN BOATS-The College crews took to the chilly Connecticut
River waters in early March. The first boat on the river is shown here leaving the dock
while a second is carried down the ramp from the Bliss Boat House on Riverside Drive
in. East Hartford.

A wards End Winter Sports
Captains-elect for Trinity 1971-72
winter sports .teams and top award
winners for the past season were
announced at season's end.
Junior guard AI Floyd of Hartford and
junior forward Thomas McGuirk of New
London were elected co-captains of the
1971-72 Bantam basketball team. They
succeed Howie Greenblatt of Hartford,
who received the MVP award for the past
campaign. Greenblatt was the first player
under 6' at Trinity to score over 1,000
career points. He had I ,214. Greg
Shepard of Pittsburgh won the coaches'
foul shooting trophy with 74%.
Richard N. Palmer of Wethersfield was
named captain of next season's squash
team. He was also named the John A.
Mason Most Improved Squash Player and
won the intrasquad Newton C. Brainard
Squash Championship by defeating Frank
MacGruer of Pittsfield in a close match.
Elected co-captains in hockey are Tom
Savage of Chagrin Falls, Ohio and Carl
Norris
of
Philadelphia.
Their
predecessors, John Milliken of Greenwich
received the Albert Williams leadership
award, and Clifton McFeeley of Grosse
Pointe, Mich. won the Gold Stick trophy
as the leading scorer in 1970-71.
Named co-captain& in fencing are Paul
Meyendorff of Tuckahoe, N.Y. and Philip
Daley of Suffield. Meyendorff shared the
Marsh Frederick Chase Memorial Award
with Marshall Garrison of Hartford, and
Daley shared the Thomas H. Taylor
trophy with J. Bruce McWilliams of
Pound Ridge, N.Y.
Record setting medalist David Brown
of Chagrin Falls, Ohio, was elected
captain of the swimming team for next
season. He received the John E. Slowik
(MVP) swimming award. During the
season he set a college record in the
200-yard individual medley with a 2: 15.2

Floyd

McGuirk

Brown

performance.
Also receiving a gold charm for a new
record was Charles Mack of Glencoe,
Ill., for his II :35.2 clocking in the
I ,000-yard freestyle.
The
Robert
Slaughter
':Most
Improved" award went to freestyler
Robert Mann of Sewickley, Pa.
Each
team elected captains or
co-captains in separate meetings during
the past week at which awards were also
presented.
A total of 24 varsity letters were
awarded in basketball, squash and
swimming with freshman numerals going
to 23 recipients in the same sports.
Gold awards, symbolic of three varsity
letters in the same sport, went to Ronald
Cretaro, Howard Greenblatt and Gregory
Shepard, all basketball; Spencer Knapp
and William Booth in squash; and
Christopher Knight in swimming.

